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* Can't sleep, can't eat, I'm sick
I've been thinkin' of you all the time
Netemo sametemo futoshita shunkan de sura
Yomigaeru ano na SHI-N
You say like
"You love me"
I say like
"Yeah baby, really do"
Nankai mo TORANSU shite
Wazato oogesa ni
Tameiki

Day dream, mahiru no OFISU de
Ask me, what I dream about (It's you, baby)
Sono ta oozei mienai no Am I fool?
Sore ni nan ni mo te ni tsukanai no
Marude yamai mitai

Baby baby, all you've got to do is just,,,,,,
Itsumo SUMAIRU ni shite kurenakya
my lover boy
Zenbu no DA-RIN shidai no everyday yeah

* repeat

Love is always first
Sou iu taishitsu na no (Don't forget, baby)
Toriatsukaikata ni chuui shite ne
Sukoshi memai ga shite kita mitai hold me

Baby baby, all you've got to do is just,,,,,,
Itsumo HAPPI- ni shite my lover boy
Zenbu DA-RIN shidai no everyday

* repeat

I'm fallin',,,,,,,, fallin' in love with you
I'm fallin'
I'm fallin' in love with you

Hey girl you're my love
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Hey girl you're the one I want

Oh, I need ya love boy
Zenbu DA-RIN shidai no everyday

Can't sleep, can't eat, I'm sick
I've been thinkin' of you all the time
Netemo sametemo futoshita shunkan de sura
Yomigaeru ano na SHI-N
You say like
"You love me"
I say like
"Yeah baby, really do"
Nankai mo TORANSU shite
Wazato oogesa ni

I'm fallin',fallin' in love with you
I'm fallin'
I'm fallin' in love with you
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